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FEB 0 3 1994
Robert G. Byram
Senior Vice President-Nuclear
610/774.7502
Fax: 610/774-5019

Acting Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: L.J. Callan
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
REGARDING 92-08 PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 50.54 (1) Docket Nos.50-387
PLA-4089 FILE R41-2 and 50-388

Dear Mr. Callan:

The following is Pennsylvania Power & Light Company's response to the NRC's request for
additional informationregarding Generic Letter 92-08 "Thermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Barriers" pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.54 (f) (TAC Nos. M85613 and M85614). The response is formatted to provide
a reiteration of the individual NRC information requests followed by PP&L's responses.

The information related to quantities, dimensions and details of construction provided in this letter
is considered approximate and is based on the best available data.

NRC Request I.B.1

Describe the Thermo-Lag 330-1 barriers installed in the plant to

a. meet 10 CFR 50.48 or Appendix R to 10 CFR 50,
b. support an exemption from Appendix R,
c. achieve physical independence of electrical systems,
d. meet a condition of the plant operating license,
e. satisfy licensing commitments

The descriptions should include the following information: the intended purpose and
fire rating of the barrier (for example, 3-hour fire barrier, 1-hour fire barrier, radiant
energy heat shield), and the type and dimension of the barrier (f or example, 8-ft by 10-
ft wall, 4-ft by 3-ft by 2-ft equipment enclosure, 36-inch-wide cable tray, or 3-inch-
diameter conduit).
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PP&L's Response:

The information related to quantities, dimensions and details of construction provided
below is corisidered approximate and is based on the best available data.

Thermo-Lag 330-1 barriers are used at SSES Units 1 & 2 to meet the safe shutdown
analysis requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R and to support deviations from Appendix
R. As such, these barriers are used to meet the conditions of the plant operating license
and are used to satisfy our licensing commitments. Thermo-Lag 330-1 is not used at
SSES to achieve physical independence of electrical systems (Regulatory Guide 1.75).
The following is a description of each barrier type. Implicit in the description for conduit
are items such as unscheduled pull boxes, terminal boxes and supports and other items
required to be protected to prevent thermal shorts. Implicit in the description for cable
tray are supports and other items required to be protected to prevent thermal shorts.
Quantitative information on these items, however, has not been provided in our response
to item I.B.2.

1. 1-hour fire barriers:

a. conduit in the following sizes: 3/4-inch; 1-inch; 1 /2-inch; 2-inch; 3-inch; 4-inch;
5-inch.

b. cable tray in the following sizes: 18-inch wide X 4-inch; 24-inch wide X 4-inch;
24-inch wide X 6-inch; 30-inch wide X 6-inch.

c. wireway in the following sizes: 21/2-inch X 2'/ 2-inch; 4-inch X 4-inch; 6-inch X
6-inch; 12-inch X 12-inch.

d. component boxes in the following sizes: 3-ft 5-inch X 2-ft 10-inch X I-ft
4-inch; 3-ft 1-inch X 2-ft 10-inch X 1-ft 4-inch.

e. junction boxes in the following sizes: 6-inch X 6-inch X 4-inch; 8-inch X 8-inch
X 4-inch; 10-inch X 10-inch X 4-inch; 30-inch X 10-inch X 8-inch; 12-inch X
12-inch X 6-inch; 14-inch X 12-inch X 10-inch; 14-inch X 12-inch X 6-inch;
14-inch X 12-inch X 8-inch; 16-inch X 14-inch X 6-inch; 16-inch X 14-inch X
8-inch; 18-inch X 16-inch X 6-inch; 20-inch X 20-inch X 8-inch; 24-inch X 24-
inch X 18-inch; 24-inch X 24-inch X 8-inch; 24-inch X 8-inch X 8-inch; 24-
inch X 6-inch X 6-inch; 30-inch X 12-inch X 6-inch; 36-inch X 36-inch X 12-
inch; 36-inch X 30-inch X 12-inch; 32-inch X 12-inch X 8-inch; 32-inch X 14-
inch X 12-inch; 36-inch X 16-inchX 12-inch; 36-inch X 18-inch X 12-inch; 36-
inch X 24-inch X 14-inch; 48-inch X 12-inch X 8-inch; 72-inch X 36-inch X
16-inch; 72-inch X 48-inch X 16-inch; 72-inch X 12-inch X 8-inch;
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2. 3-hour fire barriers:

a. conduit in the following sizes: 3/4-inch; 1-inch; 1 '/2 -inch; 2-inch; 3-inch; 4-inch.

b. cable tray in the following sizes: 24-inch wide X 6-inch; 30-inch wide X 6-inch.

c. wireway in the following size: 6-inch X 6-inch.

d. junction boxes in the following sizes: 16-inch X 14-inch X 6-inch; 20-inch X
20-inch X 16-inch; 20-inch X 20-inch X 8-inch; 24-inch X 12-inch X 8-inch;
24-inch X 24-inch X 8-inch; 36-inch X 16-inch X 12-inch.

3. radiant energy heat shield:

a. wall in the following size: 10-ft 1-inch X 4-ft 0-inch X 1-inch thick.

NRC Request l.B.2

For the total population of Thermo-Lag fire barriers described under Item l.B.1, submit
an approximation of:

a. For cable tray barriers: the total linear feet and square feet of 1-hour barriers and
the total linear feet and square feet of 3-hour barriers.

b. For conduit barriers: the total linear feet of 1-hour barriers and the total linear feet
of 3-hour barriers.

c. For all other barriers: the total square feet of 1-hour barriers and the total square
feet of 3-hour barriers.

d. For all other barriers and radiant energy heat shields: the total linear feet or square
feet of 1-hour barriers and the total linear feet or square feet of 3-hour barriers, as
appropriate for the barrier configuration or type.

PP&L's Response:

The information related to quantities, dimensions and details of construction provided
below is considered approximate and is based on the best available data.
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1. cable tray barriers:

a. 1-hour barriers: 1,649 linear feet; 8237 square feet.

b. 3-hour barriers: 118 linear feet; 628 square feet.

2. conduit barriers:

a. 1-hour barriers: 9547 linear feet.

b. 3-hour barriers: 1826 linear feet.

3. wireway barriers:

a. 1-hour barriers: 345 linear feet; 567 square feet.

b. 3-hour barriers: 60 linear feet; 120 square feet.

4. component box barriers:

a. 1-hour barriers: 70 square feet.

b. 3-hour barriers: none.

5. junction box barriers:

a. 1-hour barriers: 929 square feet.

b. 3-hour barriers: 97 square feet.

6. radiant energy heat shield barriers: 41 square feet.

The vast majority of the installations at SSES are constructed using steel raceway and are
1-hour applications. For conduit, approximately 50% of the installations are 3" and
larger. For cable tray, approximately 75% of the installations are 24" wide cable tray.

The need for 3-hour installations was driven by the fact that areas with low combustible
loadings did not warrant the use of sprinklers, and un-sprinklered areas required 3-hour
barriers.
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NRC Request iI.B.1

State whether you have obtained and verified each of the aforementioned parameters
for each Thermo-Lag barrier installed in the plant. If not, discuss the parameters you
have not obtained or verified. Retain detailed information on site for NRC audit where
the aforementioned parameters are known.

PP&L's Response:

We have not verified each of the parameters cited for each Thermo-Lag barrier installed
in the plant. Furthermore, due to the evolving nature of this issue, as evidenced by the
most recent NUMARC listing which is different from the 24 item NRC listing,
comprehensive documentation searches have not been conducted to date. Plant
walkdowns have been completed to determine the types of barriers and the approximate
lengths of raceway. Scoping reviews have been conducted to determine the level of the
Quality Assurance documentation available.

As outlined under our response to Item III.B.2 below, verification of important parameters
will be performed. This will occur when industry testing has progressed to the point
where the complete list of important parameters is known with a reasonable level of
confidence. At that time, PP&L plans to. obtain, verify and retain on site for NRC audit,
documentation of those parameters necessary to demonstrate the acceptability of the
Thermo-Lag 330-1 installations at SSES. This approach will avoid our embarking on a
major parameter identification effort that may prove to be unnecessary, or could prove to
be incomplete.

The following historical description of our approach to the use of Thermo-Lag 330-1 at
SSES is provided for your information in obtaining a perspective on our installations.

The use of Thermo-Lag barriers at SSES has always been governed by an Engineering
Specification. During the original construction of SSES, Project Specification 8856-E-61
was the governing document. Specification 8856-E-61 called for the use of sprayed on
Thermo-Lag 330-1 material. Subsequent to turnover of the plant to PP&L, Specification
F-1000 has been the governing document. This specification allowed the use of pre-
formed and pre-fabricated Thermo-Lag 330-1 materials and provided criteria relative to:

- support protection, thermal shorts (penetrating items)

- baseline fire barrier panel thickness

preformed conduit panels
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- panel rib orientation

- stress skin orientation

- Thermo-Lag joint construction

- use and spacing of external banding

- use of internal banding

- interfaces with other fire barrier materials or building features.

Prior to the final stages of construction turnover and prior to PP&L's commitment to 10
CFR 50, Appendix R (sections III G, J and 0), fire protection activities were not
considered to be quality related, but were included within the scope of the Bechtel
Construction Verification Program. As a part of this program, Bechtel Field Procedure
FPE-12 applied to Thermo-Lag 330-1. Under the Bechtel Construction Verification
Program, Bechtel Quality Control performed supplemental in-process and final
inspection/verification in accordance with the Bechtel Field Inspection Manual and Quality
Control Notices/Project Special Provisions Manual. Records for non-safety related
activities, however, were not required to be retained beyond system or area turnover.
Therefore, our ability to reproduce the original documentation of the inspection activities
is doubtful.

Upon PP&L's commitment to 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, fire protection activities were
designated as quality related. As such, installations were required to be inspected by
Quality Control personnel to insure compliance with the governing specification.

Project and/or PP&L qualification reports, drawings, databases and specifications related
to cable and raceway, provide information related to

- raceway orientation

- the use of conduit and junction boxes

- the type of cable tray and its percent fill

- raceway material

- unsupported spans
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- cable size, type, jacket type, conductor insulation type, operating temperature
and maximum insulation temperature.

Since most raceway used for Appendix R Safe Shutdown are safety related, information
related to the items listed above is generally subject to the applicable provisions of our
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Quality Assurance Program.

Additionally, Thermogravimetric Analysis and Pyrolysis Gas Chromatography of
representative Thermo-Lag 330-1 samples from SSES have been conducted to assess
changes in chemical composition of the material. These tests concluded that the Thermo-
Lag samples were all made from the same materials. This conclusion is consistent with
the information we have received from NUMARC relative to chemical testing on Thermo-
Lag 330-1.

NRC Request II.B.2

For any parameter that is not known or has not been verified, describe how you will
evaluate the in-plant barrier for acceptability.

PP&L's Response:

For any parameter that is not known or has not been verified, at least one of the following
actions will be used to substantiate the acceptability of the in-plant configuration:

1. Documentation searches coupled with documented walkdowns, reviews of the
Engineering requirements and the installer work practices supported by testimony,
where appropriate, will be used to verify the important parameters of the installed
configurations.

2. Where it is conservative to do so and where the qualification will support it,
bounding assumptions relative to barrier construction will be made.

3. As required, destructive examination will be performed on a justifiable sample.

NRC Request Il.B.3

To evaluate NUMARC's application guidance, an understanding of the types and extent
of the unknown parameters is needed. Describe the type and extent of the unknown
parameters at your plant in this context.
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PP&L's Response:

Installations at SSES have always been governed by a specification and quality assurance
activities have been applied as explained in our response to Item II.B. 1 above. Therefore,
it is expected that our configurations will match our specified requirements. To the extent
that details of construction requiring a finer level of detail than that included in our
specification surface in the NUMARC testing program as being important to qualification,
these details will need verification.

NRC Request III.B.1

Describe the barriers discussed under Item l.B.1 that you have determined will not be
bounded by the NUMARC test program

PP&L's Response:

The current Phase IItnes bing conducted by NUMARC is intended to bound conduit,
cable tray and medi sized junction boxes. Based on our review of the test program,
configurations being tested are considered to be representative of the sizes used at SSES
with some exceptions. Cable tray 30 inches wide for 3-hour applications is not explicitly
included in the NUMARC Phase II test program. Larger sized junction boxes, component
boxes, wireways and our radiant energy heat shield are not covered explicitly in the
NUMARC Phase II test program.

As outlined in the plan provided as our response to Item III.B.2, PP&L expects to
determine the qualification status ofall Thermo-Lag installations at SSES from NUMARC
testing. Those configurations not bounded by current testing but judged capable of
passing testing will be included in a follow-up testing program. Our choice, should it
prove to be feasible, would be to conduct this follow-up testing as a shared effort through

f NUMARC. Those configurations judged incapable of passing testing, should such
configurations be found, will be addressed in accordance with the methodology outlined
in our response to Item III.B.2 below.

PP&L has currently concluded that the following barriers discussed under Item I.B. l will
not be bounded by either a generic or an expanded test program:

1. Radiant Energy Heat Shield: Due to the combustibility of the Thermo-Lag 330-1
material, the radiant energy heat shield will be replaced with a non-combustible
m aterial. ..........

Component Boxes: Component boxes will be reworked with re-designed
on the covers.
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NRC Request lll.B.2

Describe the plant-specific corrective action program you expect to use to evaluate the
fire barrier configurations particular to the plant. This description should include a
discussion of the evaluations and tests being considered to resolve the fire barrier
issues identified in GL 92-08 and to demonstrate the adequacy of existing in-plant
barriers.

I

PP&L's Response:

To resolve the current Industry Issues related to Thermo-Lag 330-1, a multi-faceted
approach will be used. This approach will consist of a combination of analysis, testing,
re-design and modifications. The key elements of our strategy are outlined below:

1. Information related to fire protected raceway and Thermo-Lag 330-1 will be compiled
and placed into controlled documents. This step will require an upfront determination
of the information required. This step will require documentation search, field
walkdowns and, on a sampling basis, destructive examination.

2. NUMARC Phase I and II and other accepted Industry Testing will be used to
determine which of our installed configurations are:

a. Qualified in their current configuration based on the completed testing;

( b. Qualifiable, with a reasonable degree of confidence, based on being similar, but
not identical, to a configuration that has successfully passed a qualification t

C c. ot qalifableand, therefore, required to be altered or justified on a basis ote

3. Where determined to be appropriate as outlined in step 2.b above, follow-up testing
will be conducted. This testing will determine which of these remaining installed
configurations are:

a. Qualified in their current configuration based on the completed testing;

b. Not qualifiable and, therefore, required to be altered or justified on a basis other
than testing.
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4. For the configurations falling out of steps 2.c and 3.b, the following options will be
evaluated and used as appropriate:

a. Additional analysis meeting the requirements of 1O CFR 50 Appendix R will be
performed to demonstrate that the current fireproofing is not required.

b. Re-design to either relocate the affected cabling or eliminate the 3 hour
requirement will be performed.

c. The existing fire protective envelope will be replaced with or upgraded to a
configuration that has been demonstrated to be qualified by testing that meets
all of the latest qualification acceptance criteria for fire endurance and ampacity
derating.

d. Deviation Requests will be generated which demonstrate that, even though the
installation does not meet all of the current criteria, it provides an acceptable
margin of safety. These deviations may be based on arguments related to the

¢, actual level of combustibles in the plant, justification demonstrating the actual
capabilities of our installed configurations based on plant unique features or
justifications based on the results of our IPEEE Fire Analysis.

NRC Request III.B.3

If a plant-specific fire endurance test program is anticipated, describe the following:

a. Anticipated test specimens.

b. Test methodology and acceptance criteria including cable functionality.

PP&L's Response:

The final scope of testing subsequent to the NUMARC Test Program cannot be
determined until the NUMARC testing program is completed. At that time PP&L will
proceed as described in the plan provided in response to NRC request III.B.2 above. At
this time PP&L does not anticipate the use of plant-specific testing separate from any
shared NUMARC follow-on testing nor do we anticipate the use of test methodology or
acceptance criteria different from that being used by NUMARC. Should these plans
change for any reason, we will inform you of our revised plans.

4..

(
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NRC Request IV.B.1

For the barriers described under Item I.B.1, describe those that you have determined
will fall within the scope of the NUMARC program for ampacity derating, those that
will not be bounded by the NUMARC program, and those for which ampacity derating
does not apply.

PP&L's Response:

Ampacity derating is an issue that applies only to cable raceway containing power cables.
Ampacity derating factors determined for upgraded configurations can be conservatively
applied to baseline configurations. The NUMARC program for ampacity derating
evaluation contains the following elements.

For upgraded l-hour cable trays and conduits, NUMARC will be discussing with NRC
the generic applicability of ampacity derating factors derived by TUEC using the
methodology of IEEE P848 Draft 1I, with some modifications. The IEEE P848 test
methodology has been extensively discussed with NRC by NUMARC and TUEC.
However, NRC acceptance of the methodology is still pending. NRC has informed
NUMARC that they will issue a request for further information to TUEC regarding the
submitted ampacity test report. The TUEC testing provided preliminary ampacity derating
factors of 32% for cable trays and 11% for conduits, which are within the range of
previously reported values.

NUMARC will conduct ampacity testing of upgraded 3-hour barriers to the requirements
of IEEE P848, following determination of appropriate barrier upgrades for 3-hour
installations and agreement with NRC on ampacity test methodology. It is expected that

- this.testing would be conducted in the second uarter of 1994, at the earl o te
et that successful upgraes using alternative materials are identified, ampacity testing

of these upgrades would be considered as well.

The IEEE P848 approach provides for testing of a single cable tray, and small and large
conduits. The limiting conduit derating factor (of the two tested sizes) is applied to the
range of conduit sizes, cable fills, etc. For cable trays, the single cable tray derating
factor is applied to all sizes of cable tray, cable fill, etc. Thus, ampacity testing can be
performed generically with broad applicability, unlike fire testing where many
performance parameters must be considered. The NUMARC program is expected to
provide ampacity derating factors for 1 and 3-hour barriers, for cable trays and conduits.
Assuming NRC agreement with the IEEE P848 approach, few if any installations are
expected to fall outside the generic scope.
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NRC Request IV.B.2

For the barriers you have determined fall within the scope of the NUMARC program,
describe what additional testing or evaluation you will need to perform to derive valid
ampacity derating factors.

PP&L's Response:

PP&L has performed an evaluation of. the Unit 1 and 2 fire protected raceway to
determine the calculated maximum allowable ampacity derating for the cables contained
in those raceway protected with Thermno-Lag 330-1. The results of this evaluation are
provided below:

Maximum allowable ampacity derating factor for power cables:

Unit I Raceway Type j Max. Allow. Derating (%)

1 cable tray 38.5

2 cable tray 36.9

1 conduit 28.9

. 2 conduit 31.8

Upon completion of the NUMARC sponsored ampacity derating test program, the only
action anticipated by PP&L is to revise our evaluation to document the actual test values.
Based on the maximum allowable ampacity values calculated, PP&L expects that the
actual test values will be less than our calculated allowables and no additional actions will
be required.

NRC Request IV.B.3

For the barrier configurations that you have determined will not be bounded by the
NUMARC test program, describe your plan for evaluating whether or not the ampacity
derating tests relied upon for the ampacity derating factors used for those electrical
components protected by Thermo-Lag 330-1 (for protecting the safe-shutdown
capability from fire or to achieve physical independence of electrical systems) are
correct and applicable to the plant design. Describe all corrective actions needed and
submit the schedule for completing such actions.
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PP&L's Response:

PP&L has not determined that any barriers will not be bounded by either the NUMARC
or an expanded testing program.

NRC Request IV.B.4

In the event that the NUMARC fire barrier tests indicate the need to upgrade existing
in-plant barriers or to replace existing Thermo-Lag barriers with another fire barrier
system, describe the alternative actions you will take (and the schedule for performing
those actions) to confirm that the ampacity derating factors were derived by valid tests
and are applicable to the modified plant design.

PP&L's Response:

The response to this request is contained under Item 4 in our response to Item III.B.2.
The schedule for performing any additional actions is covered in our response to Item VI.

NRC Request V.

Describe the specific alternatives available to you for achieving compliance with the
NRC fire protection requirements in plant areas that contain Thermo-Lag fire barriers.
Examples of possible alternatives to Thermo-Lag-based upgrades include the following:

1. Upgrade existing in-plant barriers using other materials.

2. Replace Thermo-Lag barriers with other fire barrier materials or systems.

3. Reroute cables or relocate other protected components.

4. Qualify 3-hour barriers as 1-hour barriers and install detection and suppression
systems to satisfy NRC fire protection requirements.

PP&L's Response:

The specific alternatives available and to be used to demonstrate our compliance with
NRC fire protection requirements in plant areas that contain Thermo-Lag fire barriers are
itemized under Item 4 in our response to Item III.B.2.

With respect to the use of additional Thermo-Lag 330-1 material, it must be noted that
this is dependent upon three factors which are currently undefined.
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/ 1. Test and acceptance criteria have not been finalized and issued by NRC. Proposed
draft criteria contain new conservatisms in fire test methods and acceptance criteria
that could affect the scope and complexity of upgrades to installed barriers. The
content of the final criteria, and the resulting impact on our action plans, is uncertain.

2. Complete Phase II test results will not be known until the mi 9arch 1994 time
frame. Results of test configurations from Phase II must be considered to determine
appropriate action plans to address specific configurations. Moreover, further testing
may be undertaken following Phase II.

3. The NUMARC Applications Guideline, to be final by mid-April 1994, will include
a matrix of important parameters and bounding conditions. Discussion with NRC
will be necessary to reach agreement on the selection of comparison parameters and
bounding conditions. The result of these NRC interactions will define the final
content and would directly impact the generic applicability of a given test to an
installed configuration.

NRC Request VI.

Submit an integrated schedule that addresses the overall corrective action schedule for
the plant. At a minimum, the schedule should address the following aspects for the
plant:

1. implementation and completion of the corrective actions and fire barrier upgrades
for fire barrier configurations within the scope of the NUMARC program,

2. implementation and completion of plant-specific analyses, testing, or alternative
actions for fire barriers outside the scope of the NUMARC program.

PP&L's Response:

Our current plan is to complete the engineering and testing to resolve this issue and finish
the installation of all required modifications by the end of the Unit 1 9'" Refueling and
Inspection Outage, scheduled to -end in the 4th quarter of 1996, and the Unit 2 8*
Refueling and Inspection Outage, scheduled to end in the 2nd quarter of 1997.

This schedule is contingent upon the timely agreement between NRC and the Industry on:
an acceptance criteria for fire and ampacity testing; the acceptability and use of the
NUMARC Applications Guide. Delays in these areas and other generic areas not
specifically under our control will impact our schedule. Should schedule adjustment be
required, we will notify you.
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NRC Request VII. Sources and Correctness of Information

Describe the sources of the information provided in response to this request for
information (for example, from plant drawings, quality assurance documentation, walk
downs or inspections) and how the accuracy and validity of the information was
verified.

PP&L's Response:

The information related to quantities, dimensions and details of construction provided in
this letter is considered approximate and is based on the best available data. The
information provided was obtained from a variety of sources: plant drawings; plant
specifications; equipment databases; plant walkdowns; personal interviews. Much of the
information collected from these sources was compiled in engineering studies and
subjected to an engineering review. An independent review of the information provided
in this letter was performed by our Nuclear Quality Assurance group. While the
information provided in this letter is considered representative and accurate, it has not
been verified.

Should you have any question regarding this response, please call Mr. W.W. Williams at
610-774-5610.

Very truly yours,

cc: NRC Document Control Desk (original)
NRC Region I
Mr. R J. Clark, NRC Sr. Project Manager
Mr. G. S. Barber, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA)
: SS

COUNTY OF LEHIGH

I, ROBERT G. BYRAM, being duly sworn according to law, state that I am Sr. Vice
President - Nuclear of Pennsylvania Power & Light Company and that the facts set forth on
the attached report in accordance with the request outlined in the Request For Additional
Information Regarding 92-08 Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(0, are true and correct to the best
of my knowledge, information and belief.

Ro(V1 Byram
Sr. Vice Presilt - Nuclear

Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 6-a-day
of 421, 1994.
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